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"YOUR MIND IS A GARDEN, YOUR THOUGHTS ARE SEEDS. YOU CAN GROW FLOWERS OR YOU 

CAN GROW WEEDS" 

 

Dear Parents and Grandparents, Hope you all had a nice week! 

 

This week's parsha is called Mishpotim, which we taught the children means laws. Now that the Jewish 

people have received the Aseres Hadibros (Ten Commandments) at Har Sinai in last week's parsha and 

accepted the Torah, Hashem teaches them the laws that are part of this Torah. We spoke about the 53 

mitzvos that Hashem commands the Jewish people to keep so that they can be good people! The last 

mitzvah given in the sedra is that of kashrus and that we must not mix meat with milk! . We explained to 

the children that Hashem never explained the reason for not allowing to mix milk and meat but we still 

agreed to listen to him.  Now we know why kosher kitchens have two sets of everything! Dishes, cutlery, 

sinks, counters…one for meat and one for milk! We gave the childen an example such as they are not 

allowed to drink a nice glass of milk whilst eating yummy chicken and how we seperate milky and meaty 

lunches ready to heat them up in a meaty or milky microwave!  ...We taught the children a very short poem 

to coincide with our sedra of the week.. 

When dealing with our friends, being fair at play, 

these laws taught by Moshe are here with us today! 

Na'aseh V'nishma, was our cry 

We will do and we will hear without asking why! 

 

 Monday: Here goes with what the children were eager to tell us.... 

 "I went swimming with Helen. Mummy, daddy and Kiki were watching. I put my eyes in the water 

like this (puts his face down) watch...watch like this. I blowed small bubles. I do funny bubbles in 

the bath. My sister went to her friends party and me and my dad went to the car wash and didn't 
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go inside, we stood and watched. I played with this walkie talkie at home too. mummy talks to me" 

- Benji 

 "I mummy and daddy walk to the shops. I cleaned with mummy and daddy" - Natan 

 "I went to see fireworks, they looked big and yellow Mummy and Daddy took me. I had an ice 

cream sandwich with chocolate on the side. I shared it with mummy and daddy. I saw nanny and 

grandad. They stayed for dinner. We had pizza" - Talya 

 "I was with mummy and daddy and grandma and grandpa. We went to the park and they pushed 

me down the slide. Emy was there. I eat fish and chips and pizza and pasta and pasta more and 

soup. Pink soup and noodles and cereal. It's all in my tummy (holds his belly out!) - Samuel 

 "With mummy. Mummy got cake shops" - Olivia R 

 "I go in a helicopter with mummy. I saw small men walking. We went to Israel in the helicopter. I 

did a poo in the toilet in my house. Mummy said well done!" - Rafi 

 "I went in my draw at home with mummy and daddy and got dougnuts. I make balloons out of 

doughnuts. I went shopping in the shops, got grapes. I only got grapes. I draw them now..(draws 

circles on paper) - Linor 

 "I sing with mummy. If you're happy (claps his hands and shakes his head) -  Joel 

 "I got this teddy bear at shops with mummy. She's called Pinky. Grammy got her for me. I went on 

the slide with mummy at the park and ran around" - Ariella 

 "I went with my mummy in my mummy car. In the back with Becca (Rebecca). I fall down in the 

windows and I bang my head" - Raphy 

 "In the car with mummy and Eitan. Shopping. Shul with daddy" - Daniel 

 "I had a snack in my house. I had yoghurt and crispy bar. I see Fireman Sam in his house and he 

got in his fire engine. I'm driving the fire engine. I see crocodiles in the fire engine" - Aaron 

 "I did not go to a party. My cousin was at Boubi and Zaida's house. Annie was there. Annie played 

with me. We played Lego. We build a tree, a house. When we went shopping we buy another fresh 

princess book. Mummy bought it. We got a nice fresh one  at home. The children were absolutely 

very tired in the book" - Layla (SWEETIE, WHAT A SUPER WOW WORD YOU USED...ABSOLUTELY!) 

 "I got on the slide and I go to Costa. I go shopping to get pasta. I got fruit. I got orange and 

pomegrante and carrots and I buy chicken. Mummy cutted it and we have dinner then we have 

fruit and I've got my teddies and I sleep with them then I wake up" - Amira 

 "Mummy clothes. Sam Sam he gone to the toilet" - Emy 

CHILDREN, YOU MADE US TEACHERS LAUGH THIS MORNING! YOU ARE SO FUNNY!  

Today to coincide with the sedra the childen made milky and meaty placemats to take home.  We used 

blue for milky and red for meaty and decorated them to their own personal liking so that they will enjoy  
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using them! We explained to them that it is one of Hashem's rules that we must not mix meat with milk 

and reminded them that when we have lunch and/or dinner at nursery we have meaty tables seperate 

from milky tables!  WHAT LOVELY LOOKING PLACEMATS YOU MADE CHILDEREN! WELL DONE! 

Tuesday: : To correspond with our 'Minibeast' topic (planning is on the parent's noticeboard) today the  

    

children made ladybird biscuits. It was not only a great opportunity for baking and working together but it 

was a great opportunity for mathematical vocabulary, counting and positional language such as 'put ON 

TOP of'. Once the cookies were baked the children spread red icing on top then counted how  many spots 

they wanted on their ladybird biscuit. We encouraged them and supported them to pick up how many  

    

ever  ladybird spots they wanted from the plate using their pincer grip whilst counting one by one....WHAT 

WONDERFUL BISCUITS CHILDREN!  

Wednesday: : Show & Tell....HIP HIP HOORAY! First up we had Amira with a Dora Dolly "It's Dora. Dora 

jumps, she plays. She puts her coat on with her arms. She goes to the park and she plays with the slide. 

She gets cake, she gets chocolate cake" YUMMY! WELL DONE SWEETIE! Next up was Ariella with a pair of 

binoculars "From the shop. Play. Put it on mummy's house. I've got orange" WELL DONE ARIELLA THE 

EXPLORER! Next we had Jack with 2 necklaces "I have got 2 necklaces. I made this one. One star, two star, 

three stars. That's mine and tha't Amy's. I put them in my bag and then in my house and then in my car. I  
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wear two upside down and my mummy pushed me down on my bottom and it was funny" SO FUNNY 

JACK JACK, WELL DONE! Then Olivia H showed off her star wand "star with mummy. It's mine" WELL 

DONE SWEETIE! Then Emy showed us a lovely teddy "Teddy. Sleep" She then showed us his "shoes" 

"pocket" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Next up was Samuel with a Noddy toy and magnetic letters. First he  

     

showed us Noddy "It's a car with panda. I go vroom vroom vroom. He goes to Paris. I go up to the sky  

and I jumping with my daddy" Moving onto the bag of magnetic letters "They are shapes. I put it on the 

fridge. They are numbers. I have number 3,2 and I put 3,2 on my fridge in mummy kitchen. Mummy 

cooking" WELL DONE SAM SAM! Then Rafi showed off his teletubby "It's tubby tubby. I play it. I play it in 

my room. He tidies up in my bedroom. It's Pow. He takes my food and he goes to eat it" OH NO RAFI! HE 

EATS YOUR FOOD? WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then Jake showed us Paw Patrol toys "It's Paw Patrol. Mummy 

get it for me. This is light (torch). It's a doggy. He goes wroof wroof" FANTASTIC SWEETIE!" Then Yakira 

came up with a frizbee "It's a plate. I play with it. I put it on my head. I put it on my tummy. I spin it and I 

touch it. I play with it with mummy and it goes round and round" GREAT JOB SWEETIE! Then Shira Shaina 

showed us a lovely book 'My first sidur book' "My Mummy gave it to me. It does open it. It's about eating  

     

grapes and fruit. It's about waking up. It's about the brochos. I read it at home with my mummy" THAT'S 

LOVELY SWEETIE, WELL DONE! Then Rosie showed us a bag of Paw Patrol figures "It's Paw Patrol. This is 

Chase, Rubble, Marshall, Rocky, Sky and Zoomar. I put them in the train. I make some houses from little 

house. When we go I put them in the bag. I go to hospital and play with them when some of the nurse 

drawed on my arm" SWEETIE, YOU'RE SO BRAVE! WELL DONE! Then Joel showed off his expanding ball 

"ball home. Colours" AND A GREAT DEMONSTRATION OF OPENING AND CLOSING IT! WELL DONE 

SWEETIE! Then Natan came up with his football "Kick it. Foot, ceiling. Play football" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! 

Next up was Olivia R with a plush torah SHE STOOD UP BEAUTIFULLY AND SHOWED IT OFF TO HER 

CLASS! WELL DONE SWEETIE!  Next up Asher showed us 2 Paw Patrol cars "They're cars. I play with them 
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at home. Red and Pink. Sky and Marshall. I go on the floor. They go in my bag. Racing car, fast" THEN HE 

GOT ON THE FLOOR WITH THEM AND RACED THEM! FANTASTIC JOB SWEETIE! Then Linor showed off a  

       

lovely looking puzzle book "Wow! A monkey. Erm...A butterfly. I makes a puzzle. It's about a monkey. Oh 

oh it's broken. Bird, a box (fox) and the bird goes tweet tweet" WONDERFUL SWEETIE! Then Tal had a 

'Bebe se lave' book WELL DONE SWEETIE FOR SHOWING YOUR CLASS AND RESPONDING AND 

COMMUNICATING TO YOUR TEACHERS! Next was Tamar with a Sealife badge "I saw Nemo and Dory. 

They were swimming in the water. Touch a starfish. Go with Mummy and Daddy and Ariel" THAT WAS 

GREAT SWEETIE! WHAT FUN! Then we had Benji with his fidget spinner "My sister's got a sparkly one. It 

spins round and round. I can spin it on my nose then it falls off then it falls off my daddy's nose. Pling 

Plong Pling, he's not Daniel anymore and he can spin it on his nose" BENJI YOU'RE SO FUNNY! WELL 

DONE SWEETIE! WHAT A SUPER GREAT SESSION! 

Thursday: Continuing with our minibeast topic the children made spider web plates and they came out 

great! They use two black painted handprints to create the legs and body and googly craft eyes. The 

children thought they were great and were so proud that they created these spiders. Then they had to  

     

thread wool through the holes which were punched around the edge of their paper plate which 

represented the web. Of course this was tricky for a lot of the children but still made a great opportunity to 

get their hand eye coordination skills developing even though a majority of the children were using trial 

and error. And, today they learnt that spiders have 8 legs....WHAT FANTASTIC SPIDER WEB PLATES 

CHILDREN! WE WILL USE THEM TO DISPLAY IN THEIR NURSERY ROOM! 
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In French today it was a session devoted to singing our old songs, ranging from some we know well, to 

others not practised for a while. We hall try to get through them all over two mores sessions. At 'half-time' 

there was one new feature, adding the formula of "Jaques a dit" (or "Simon Says"/"David Amar" in the 

vernacular), to some of our regular instructions, such as "touchez le nez" and "fermez les yeux" 

Today's songs were: "Trois Petits Chats" "Alouette" "Meunier, tu dors" (Miller, you are asleep!) "Aleph, 

aleph", as far as "on va a la lune" (at letter "pay") "Frere Jacques" 

WELL DONE CHILDREN AND THANK YOU MONSIEUR LEON! 

Friday: Shabbos Parents today are: Olivia R & Rafi 

 

 Can we please remind parents that grapes and cherry tomatoes must be sliced in half or smaller.  

 Parents please do label sheets, over blankets, all non disposable cutlery, bowls etc, hats, coats, 

gloves, scarves. There are many children with very similar items and sometimes working out what 

belongs to which child is a challenge. 

 When you bring in nappies and wipes please make sure they are labelled with your child's name.  

 Please label all dummies!  

 The ONLY medication we will administer to your child which is NON PRESCRIPTION is Calpol. We 

will not administer over the counter eye drops, cough syrup, saline nasal sprays or suppositries 

(including prescription). For prescribed medicines the box MUST have your child's name on it and 

you must have given it to your child at least 24 hours before we administer incase of any sort of 

allergic reaction/s.  

Thank you! 

Wishing you all a wonderful weekend and Shabbos! 

The TLC Team @ Nishmas 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Nikki, Megan, Naomi, Courtney, Kristina, Mailan, Talia, Nasra, Selin and Gulsum 
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GALLERY EXTRA 

  

  

  


